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We like to supply furniture that brings people together. We achieved this with the new furniture just installed for the Charles Darwin University Library.
The students immediately made good use of the furniture. Noticeably interacting and socializing…
Furniture supplied included modular lounges, coffee tables, seating booths, tubs and new colorful multi-purpose seating placed at the other end of the library.

CDU Library Project Level 2

Supply of new furniture for the
students
Modular soft seating made up of
corner and armless tubs along with
coffee tables and booth seating.
Below is the modular lounge tubs
used to create flexible seating
arrangements. Easy to arrange into
multiple configurations…made up
of corner and armless modules.
Coordinating ottomans also are part
of the collection.

CDU Purple 3
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Charles Darwin University | Library
Additional new furniture…

^ Swivel tubs were used for the relax study area.
Cashmere Fabric for the tubs selected by the Library Team.

Colorful chairs were selected for a splash of color. Perforated backs
with grab handles, with a choice of base designs:
# Four Leg on castors used throughout the library
# Five Star Base chairs used for the IT Room
CDU Purple 3
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The value of modular system furniture
While I love to showcase new furniture for recently completed projects, a large part of our what we do is the modification of system furniture. I thought I would
share a few jobs in this newsfeed, as ongoing CHURN WORK has kept our team extremely busy during the tougher economic times over the past 27 years…
Modular system furniture allows our clients to modify the layout of modular screens and workstations to suit changing requirements. Ron took an interest in
modular furniture very early in the business and this is our bread and butter work.
One of the features of our modular system furniture is we can do full height partitions or we can add growth screens to existing modular screens allowing
flexibility in the workplace design layout. Here we profile two jobs where we have used existing modular screens and with ordering some new modular screens
to create additional workspace. For the following two projects just complete new slab end desks were also installed as required.
Job 1: GOYDER Building – Bevisco EXE2 modular screens and Bevisco designed slab end corner workstations
Job 2: MVR – Bevisco Exe2 modular screens and Bevisco designed slab end workstation desks

Job 1: GOYDER BUILDING
Additional new desks and modular partition screens to
existing fit-out
BEVISCO Exe2 modular screens, mid duct, with clear glass
glazed panels. New and existing modular screens used to
create extra workspace. New slab end desks installed.

Job 2: MVR
Additional new desks and modular partition screens to
existing fit-out using BEVISCO Exe2 modular screens with
slab end desks. New and existing screens used to create
additional workspace. New slab end desks installed.
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Advantage of Modular Screens… by adding glass growth screens to existing modular screens, new offices were created in the existing open plan area.
Flexibility of modular system screens provides true long-term value; screen heights can be modified, screens can be adapted and reused and screen
fabrics can be changed…
Our BEVISCO Exe2 modular screes can be easily reconfigured. Components are readily available if the client requires layout changes.
Example Energy House Fit-out:
We installed low height screens in the original fit out.
Twelve months later the client required offices, so we reused some of the low height screens and added growth screens, some post and some extra
screens to create the additional offices.
This is just a bit of info of what can be done with our modular screens.

< The original open plan workstations… we supplied and installed
over 100 workstations and chairs.

Following a request to create offices, we reused the BEVISCO
Exe2 low height screens and added glass growth screens so we
were able to create offices using some of the existing screens
available.
CDU Purple 3

CDU Purple 3
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A new product we are pleased to feature…
There are so many really great designs of pods and here is another smart screen concept to create pod stations. Multiple design layouts and workstation
configurations can be made from the E-Panel Screens.
Indent item and available on 8 – 12 weeks lead-time.

CDU Purple 3
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Our brand partner KONFURB… new to the collection
New to the collection and only recently launched. KONFURB’s all Australian ottomans, proudly designed by the KONFURB team.

Halo Ottomans
Beautifully tailored and available with ‘grab handles’ as standard.
Three sizes: 430mm diameter, 520mm diameter and 900mm diameter. Specified fabric is available. Lead-time is six weeks.

Waterfront

K8 Ottoman
Beautifully tailored, eight-piece ottoman
Proudly designed by KONFURB Design Team and made in Australia. Specified fabric available. Lead-time is six weeks.
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KONFURB tub collection – the timber look…
KONFURB’s original Tub Collection now includes the choice of timber frames to their best seller.
Just right seating design… a collection seating available with multiple chair bases, including the popular swivel, four leg and sled designs.
The addition of solid timber frames provides added design appeal and warmth to this already flexible collection of tubs.
Please contact our office if you require brochures/specification of the chairs. Shown from Top Left. HADY, LANE, NEO and SEARLE

Waterfront
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Our news…

Reflecting back, it has been a good three months with some key projects we have now completed…
# CDU Waterfront – Student Breakout Furniture
# CDU Library – Student Tubs, Lounges and Tables
# LANDS – additional modular screens and workstations to existing fit-out
# MVR – additional modular screens and workstation to existing fit-out
# CHIFLEY Resort Alice Springs– loose furniture of tables and tubs for the newly refurbished rooms

On another topic, our brand partner KONFURB is based in
Brisbane and I was told their office complex is pet friendly…
Interestingly another one of our brand partners in Melbourne
also mentioned dog Fido gets to jump in the forklift as a way of
keeping him safe and of course the moment the forklift is
started, Fido is in the front seat…
A snapshot of our lap dog ‘Fido’ in the office getting a cuddle
from Loren

Our Chill Out news is on the next page…
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Chill Out Time Fishing ~ March
Our news…

Fishing is what we love.

I am once again sharing some photos while out on the water. As it goes with fishing, we often see
so many other fishing mates along with other ‘TRADIES’ we know in the industry fishing during the
week or should I say during the ‘run off’. This includes bumping into our Installers on the water…

With the type of work we do, a lot of work takes
place after hours and on weekends.
The upside… Ron, Russ and Loren are able to take
the occasional day off during the week to fish.
While Russ, Ron and Loren are fishing for the big
girls, ‘barramundi’ over the magic meter for catch
and release…there is some success with other fish.
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